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Dear Esteemed Members of the ICT Association of Zambia,

I am honoured to present my candidacy for the position of Professional Development
Chairperson, with a resolute commitment to shaping the future of our esteemed
association. Given the mandate, my visionary leadership and experience as ISACA
Education and Academics Chair and President will elevate excellence in the ICT sector for
our mutual benefit. 

I have over 15 years of extensive experience in IT, Technology Risk, and Information
Security leadership complemented by an MBA in Management from the University of
Nicosea and a BSc. in Computer Science from CBU, Certified Information Systems Auditor
and various ISO 27001 Certifications. I bring a wealth of knowledge and a proven track
record from experience with ISACA that is pivotal to the role of  Professional Development
Chairperson for ICTAZ. 

My candidature is built on my vision to “Create Impact, Value, and Mutual Benefit for all
ICT Professionals in Zambia.” My vision for the ICTAZ Professional Development
Chairperson role is grounded in elevating the excellence of our members through
innovative professional programs that will encompass all sectors.  

My strategic leadership style will help ICTAZ develop and implement professional
programs,  certifications and skills for our profession to be a respected and trusted partner
for development by bringing alive emerging trends while fostering innovation.  Over the
next three years, I pledge to achieve the following core objectives:

• Establish a robust framework for strategically aligning professional development
initiatives with industry trends and advancements.
• Position ICT as a trusted and respected profession for national development by fostering
collaborations with key stakeholders, institutions, and regulatory bodies.
• Implement initiatives that enhance technical skills and cultivate a culture of ethical
practice and professional integrity.
• Introduce and enhance professional development programs designed to create
immutable value for all members, catering to diverse skill levels and experiences.
• Foster innovation using the latest industry standards and emerging technologies through
a comprehensive framework for holistic empowerment, encompassing skill development,
mentorship programs, and networking opportunities.
• Actively collaborate with industry leaders, educational institutions, and community
organizations to provide our members with a well-rounded professional growth experience.

I invite you to join me in this transformative journey towards a future where ICT
professionals thrive and innovate. Working together, we will fortify our association as a
beacon of knowledge and collective success. 

Vote Andrew M. Kampolo for ICTAZ Professional Development Chairperson.

Andrew M. Kampolo- MBA | CISA | ISO | CISO



Career Growth                       

Innovation  Management                       

Resource access                            

Recognition and celebration   

Professional support             

Collaboration                             

Professional recognition         

Professional network                

Member Value Proposition (MVP) 

Enriched Continuing Professional
Development program (CPD) through
access to podcasts, training programs
and seminars designed to enhance skills,
knowledge, and expertise in ICT.
Partner with ISO Bodies 

Participation in innovation hackathons
and collaborative initiatives to foster
creativity, problem-solving, and
breakthrough innovations in the ICT
sector. Operational MoUs with leading
innovation Hubs and Academic Centers
of excellence. Solicit Innovation Fund

Enhance access to a wealth of resources,
including research papers, industry reports,
and best practices, to stay informed and
ahead of emerging trends in ICT. Make
resources available and accessible on the
ICT members portal.  

Increase the quality of ICTAZ recognition
and celebration of members' achievements
for contributions to the profession.
Reinforce the strong sense of ownership
and belonging in being part of ICTAZ.
Operationalise the Professional
Development Council 

Professional support through career
guidance, and mentorship for
professional advancement within the
industry. Industry Pioneers, Fellows
and Leaders to be integrated into the
professional support program. 

Collaboration with Industry and
the Government to influence
policies, drive digital
transformation, and address
challenges facing the society and
ICT industry through lobbying and
thought leadership.

Implement the ICTAZ professional
certification programs to increase
opportunities for members to earn
certifications, accreditations, and
professional credentials to enhance
credibility, expertise, and
marketability in the ICT job market.

Increase opportunities for ICTAZ
members to connect with industry
leaders, entrepreneurs, and potential
business partners through
networking events, conferences, and
collaborative projects. Ensure that
the ICTAZ Golf Day has other sports
activities to increase networking and
professional network growth. 

Vote Andrew Kampolo a result-oriented,
visionary and experienced leader with

extensive skills in running a professional body
(ISACA). Vote for a dedicated Professional

Development Chairperson who will maximise
value for every member and create an impact
in the ICT ecosystem. Join me in shaping the

future of the ICT Association of Zambia. 


